KitchenAid Stand Mixer* Optional Accessory
Ice Cream Maker 5KICA0WH

• Ice Cream Maker freeze bowl with
double walls
To make up to 1.9 L soft consistency ice
cream, sorbets or frozen treats and desserts
in 20‑30 minutes
• Liquid within double walls of this bowl
Provides thorough, even freezing throughout
the mixing process
Not dishwasher-safe

* The stand mixer in the visual showed is sold separately.
** Does not fit the Mini Stand Mixer model 5KSM3311X
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• Compact design
Can be stored in the freezer or cabinet
• Designed exclusively to work with all
KitchenAid Stand Mixer models*
Helps to transform your stand mixer into a
versatile kitchen appliance that helps tackling
even more culinary tasks

KitchenAid Stand Mixer Optional Accessory
Ice Cream Maker 5KICA0WH
TECHNICAL DATA
Material bowl
Liquid between walls
Material dasher
Material bowl liner
Product dimensions
Packaging dimensions
Master pack dimensions
Master pack
Net weight
Gross weight
Master pack gross weight
Country of origin

H×W×D
H×W×D
H×W×D

Polycarbonate
Propylene Glycol
Acetal
aluminium with anodized finish
17.8 x 27.9 x 21.6 cm
27.9 x 25.4 x 25.4 cm
28.6 x 54 x 27.3 cm
2 units
2.16 kg
3.2 kg
6.4 kg
Assembled in USA

REFERENCE

DESCRIPTION

EAN

EAN Master pack

5KICA0WH

Ice Cream Maker

5413184410704

5413184410605

STANDARD ACCESSORIES
Freeze bowl with dual walls
Once completely frozen*, the liquid
(an aqueous solution) within the double
walls of the bowl will provide thorough,
even freezing of ice cream batter
throughout the mixing process.

Ice cream maker drive assembly
The drive assembly attaches to the motor
head on the beater shaft and drives dasher
on all KitchenAid stand mixers.**

Dasher
Engages with the drive assembly to spread,
scrape and mix ice cream batter within the
freeze bowl.

* For best results, store the freeze bowl in the back of your freezer where the temperature is coldest for at least 15 hours.
** Does not fit the Mini Stand Mixer model 5KSM3311X

